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ABSTRACT
A CASE STUDY: DEPICTING OUT THE ROLE AND PERCEPTION OF 
“TITLE” IN ORGANIZATIONS.
BERRİN SAĞLAM
M.B.A. Thesis
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Oğuz Babüroğlu
The basic aim of this study is to understand what “title” means for an employee 
and the degree to which it serves as a motivator. In the hierarchical organizational 
structures that are common in Turkey, we are faced with “title inflation”, that is, 
giving a higher title to employees became the primary tool in motivating them. This 
is also one of the easiest way to motivate employees for the executives or owners of 
companies in terms of being not costly.
In addition to this, it serves as a means for gaining status and prestige in the eyes 
o f other people which is very satisfying. If the cultural assumptions that people share 
in common also supports the view that “you are worth what your title is”, than the 
value o f moving one ladder up in the hierarchy increases dramatically. How the 
concept o f title will cease to exist eventually is the main question that is searched an 
answer for. The study is conducted in three banks, in one o f which there are no titles 
defined but employees only have job descriptions instead. Among all three banks’ 
employees, having a higher title is desired strongly and title is associated with 
prestige/status, authority, recognition, and power. The three most preferred 
alternatives to title are performance based pay increase, extra training and to be 
involved in decision making.
Key words: Title, motivation, hierarchy, status, prestige, position.
ÖZET
ÜNVANIN ORGANİZASYONDAKİ ROLÜ VE ALGILANIŞI
BERRİN SAĞLAM
M.B.A. Tezi
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Oğuz Babüroğlu
Bu çalışmanın amacı, ünvanın çalışanlar için ne ifade ettiğini ve onlar üzerindeki 
motive edici etkisini anlamaktır. Türkiye’deki organizasyonların çoğundaki hierarşik 
yapılarda “ünvan enflasyonu” ile, yani daha yüksek bir ünvan vermenin çalışanlan 
motive etmek için bir araç olarak kullanılmasıyla, karşı karşıyayız. Bu, aynı zamanda 
yöneticiler ve firma sahipleri için herhangi bir maliyet olmaksızın çalışanları motive 
etmenin en kolay yollarından biridir.
Bununla birlikte, ünvan, oldukça tatmin edici olan, başkalarının gözünde statü ve 
prestij kazanma aracı olarakda kabul edilebilir. Hierarşide bir basamak daha 
yükselmek, eğer toplumda paylaşılan kültüre göre kişiler ünvanlanyla 
değerlendiriliyorlarsa, daha önemli hale gelir. Burada cevap aranan soru, ünvanın 
nasıl önemini ve rolünü kaybedeceğidir. Çalışma, birinde ünvanlar yerine sadece iş 
tanımlarının olduğu, üç bankada yapılmıştır. Bütün bu üç banka çalışanlan arasında, 
daha yüksek bir ünvana sahip olmak kuvvetli olarak istenmiştir ve ünvan prestij/statü, 
otorite, tanınmışlık ve güç ile eşleştirilmiştir. Ünvana en çok tercih edilen üç alternatif 
ise performansa dayalı ücret artışı, eğitim ve karar mekanizmasına katılmaktır.
Anahtar kelimeler: Ünvan, motivasyon, hiyerarşi, statü, prestij, pozisyon.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM  DEFINITION
The basic purpose of this study is to investigate the motivating effect o f title on 
employees. In addition to this, a search for depicting out other possible motivators 
that can substitute “title” will be made. The focus will be on role and perception of 
title in the organizations. Several questions that I will tiy to find an answer for are as 
follows:
• What does a title imply for a manager? Could it be money, status, prestige, 
increased affluence, achievement, recognition, advancement, respect, security, 
responsibility or authority?
• What could be the possible consequences o f remo'vdng all the titles in a 
hierarchical organization? How about the reactions of both upper and lower level 
employees?
• Who needs a title? Are there differences between competent people who trust 
their skills, knowledge and education and others in this respect?
• Does title affect the value that is assigned by the society to that person? Do 
managers care for their image in the eyes of the society?
• Do inflated titles flatter managers? What do the external symbols such as reserved 
parking spaces or separate dining facilities mean for managers?
• Can a job title act as a valued outcome under certain circumstances for example 
when not accompanied with pay?
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n. WHAT IS MOTIVATION ?
“Motivation is what makes the difference between doing as little as you can get 
away with and doing eveiything that you possibly can.”
Saul W. Gellerman
If we exclusively think in terms of the effects of motivation upon productivity, we 
can define motivation as the art o f helping people to focus their minds and energies 
on doing their work as effectively as possible. If  you are a manager, you have to 
motivate everyone, every day, every way that you can. You have to take into 
account just who your employees are, what they are supposed to-do, how they are 
paid, and with whom they have to work which are among the things that can 
motivate people. Real motivation is about making people productive, not about 
making them happy (Gellerman, 1992).
In my opinion, as stated by Gellerman, the basic issue is to distinguish motivation 
from motives and motivators. Only after than managers could take the right steps to 
motivate their employees. For example, money can be an extrinsic motivator whereas 
sometimes we can talk about a workaholic who has an internal motive to work. In 
the latter case no one has to create that motive since it is already in you.
Now, I want to mention briefly about the theories o f motivation with the aim of 
relating them to the topic o f this study, that is the significance and role of “title” as a 
motivator. While considering the theories o f motivation, I will try to depict out the 
place of title as a motivator in their contents.
When we consider the Need Hierarchy Theory o f Maslow, it is seen that in the 
need hierarchy class, which is constituted from physiological, safety, love, esteem, 
and self-actualization needs, job title falls under the esteem/ego needs along with 
things such as the possession o f a certain skill or expertise, position of authority, and 
status symbols such as carpet in the office, own parking space or money as a sign o f 
status.
According to ERG Theory, proposed by AJderfer, instead of five levels of needs 
as suggested by Maslow, there are three sets o f basic needs. These are existence, 
relatedness, and growth needs. In my opinion, the need for status symbols, 
promotion prospects and title falls under the category o f growth needs which covers a 
part of esteem needs concerned with individual effort. Alderfer claims that his theory 
provides a more comprehensive explanation o f behavior than Maslow’s. This theory 
adds a proposition that if one level is not sufficiently satisfied, the level below 
becomes more important. For example, a disappointment in promotion (growth 
needs) may produce a greater need for social involvement (relatedness needs) 
(Graham and Bennett, 1992).
In Herzberg’s theory of motivational hygiene, we see that the hygiene needs are 
basically maintenance needs which provides a healthy environment such as pay, 
relation to others, company policy, physical working conditions, and fringe benefits; 
whereas the motivators include things such as achievement, recognition.
responsibility, promotion prospects and, the work itself. Motivator needs are growth 
or high order needs which are satisfied by things such as responsible work, 
independence of action, and recognition for the accomplishment o f difficult tasks 
(Landy, 1989).
The expectancy theory o f Vroom, states that the effort to satisfy needs will 
depend on the person’s perception that he can expect the effort to be followed by a 
certain outcome which will bring desirable rewards. According to Vroom, an 
individual’s behavior is affected by what the person wants to happen, his estimate of 
the probability of the thing happening, and how strongly he believes that the event 
will satisfy a need (Graham and Bennett, 1992). So, if an employee wishes to get a 
promotion in order to satisfy his self-actualization or growth needs, he will act 
according to his prediction o f what will happen in future based on his past 
experiences.
m . HIERARCHY AS THE BASIC OPERATING STRUCTURE
In accordance with the generally accepted principles of management, the decision 
regarding creation of basic operating structures to establish operating units of the 
organization is given. Departments must be created to accomplish operating 
objectives, and these departments must be linked or integrated using rules, procedures 
and a formal hierarchy of authority. These integrating mechanisms require additional 
decisions concerning delegation of authority and appropriate spans of control 
(Hrebiniak, 1984).
In establishing basic operating structures, the traditional approach to organizing 
starts with the initial division of labor within the firm and in turn influences the choice 
of bases of departmentation, rules, hierarchy and spans of control. Rules and 
regulations, which both stem from and serve as a ground for emergence of 
hierarchies, come into play with the basic purpose of coordinating the department 
grouped on the basis of division of labor.
The choices o f operating objectives in terms o f market uncertainty, technological 
understanding and performance objectives;- and primary structure as the size of 
operating unit and self containment exert both direct and indirect influence on the 
basic operating structure respectively. Primary structure mainly exerts indirect effects
on operating structure by influencing the size and division o f labor within the 
operating unit.
Within the context of basic organizing decisions, we can say that the decisions 
about division o f labor and departmentalization determine the major components of 
the organization that must be coordinated by rules and procedures. Another way of 
achieving this integration for relatively simple and well understood tasks, in other 
words “routine” ones, a more powerful integrating device, hierarchy of authority is 
used. The hierarchy is created as top managers delegate authority to subordinates to 
act as coordinators of different departments. Since the linkage among these 
departments is handled through management, the coordination , in fact, can not be 
provided in where it is really needed, that is at the departmental level.
The fact that as one moves lower in the hierarchy in an organization, 
specialization increases, whereas as one moves to higher levels, generalized 
knowledge increases has effects upon the decision making mechanism. As problems 
become more difficult, complex and uncertain, persons with relevant skills and 
knowledge are frequently found at lower hierarchical levels. Therefore the manager 
should assign the responsibility and delegate the authority to accomplish the task to 
lower levels in accordance with task uncertainty and complexity. Simply assigning 
responsibility is not enough since managers in lower levels should also have authority 
to take action based upon their responsibilities.
From delegation of authority that arises from the need to coordinate groups o f 
workers, we move on to the problem o f span of control which is a natural 
consequence o f it. The point is that, as task complexity and the requirements for 
coordination and planning increase, allowable span size decreases. In similar terms,
as supervisors must provide more discretion and exercise more control, allowable 
spans decrease so that managers may have sufficient time to devote to such activities 
(Hrebiniak, 1984).
We can say that when choices of primary structure and operating objectives do 
not require high levels of decision making and information processing, basic 
operating structures are appropriate. The creation o f  basic operating structure 
requires decisions concerning division of labor, departmentalization, development o f 
rules and procedures, delegation of authority, and spans of control as mentioned 
above. But as the decisions become more complex, these basic operating structures 
prove to be inadequate to provide the necessary information processing and decision 
making capabilities. Complex operating structures must be developed to provide 
such capacity.
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
At this stage, there will be a review of the previous literature on areas related with 
hierarchical organization structures with its implications upon worker motivation as 
well as other factors playing significant roles as motivators and specifically on 
concepts o f status symbols, basically “title” .
IV. 1. The Em er2ence O f Hierarchies
Starting with the question “in what ways are scarcity, abundance and post­
scarcity distinguishable from each other?”, Bookchin (1991) goes on with several 
other questions such as “do class societies emerge because enough technics, labor and 
manpower exist so that society can plunder nature effectively and render exploitation 
possible or even inevitable? Or do economic strata usurp the fruits of technics and 
labor, later to consolidate themselves into clearly definable ruling classes? The issue 
is whether the notion o f dominating nature gave rise to the domination of human by 
human but rather if the domination of human by human gave rise to the notion of 
dominating nature.
According to the author, hierarchy established itself not only objectively, in the 
real workaday world, but also subjectively, in the individual unconscious. He 
elaborates on the role of scarcity, reason, labor, and technics in wrenching humanity
from its animal world into the glittering light of “civilization”, or in Marxian 
terminology, from a world dominated by “freedom”. The emphasis is on history’s 
onward march from the stone age to the modern occurred primarily for reasons 
related to technological development that is the development o f advanced agricultural 
techniques, increasing material surpluses and the rapid growth o f human populations. 
Without these, humanity could have never developed a complex economy and 
political structure.
At the beginning the struggle for life was between man and nature then it became 
one between man and man. Marx points out that human domination is an 
unavoidable feature of humanity’s domination of natural world. To resolve the 
problem of natural scarcity, the development of technics entails the reduction of 
humanity to a technical force. People become instruments of production, just like the 
tools and machines they create. In turn, naturally, they are subject to the same forms 
of coordination, rationalization and control that society tries to impose on nature and 
inanimate technical instruments.
Keeping in mind the questions asked at the beginning, if we look at the 
development of clans or tribal societies and their rules, we can see how domination, 
hierarchy, and the subordination of woman to man emerge. For example the young 
are placed under the rule o f a clan or tribal gerontocracy; the elders, shamans, and 
warrior chiefs, in return acquire distinct social privileges. In primitive societies and 
peasant economies, differentials in status and hierarchy clearly exists but it is 
important to note that the classes do not constitute the creation o f humanity as a 
whole. Nevertheless, the power relations among groups in these class societies, the 
unsatiable nature of needs and wants o f individuals, their desire to dominate nature 
under the name of civilization and the scarcity problem that led them to dominate
each other rather than nature bringing status differences along with itself, have all 
implications upon the formation of hierarchies in our time.
rV'. 2. The Inefficiencies Of H ierarchies
According to Elliot Jaques (1990), managerial hierarchy is the most efficient, the 
hardiest, and in fact the most natural structure ever devised for large organizations. 
Properly structured, hierarchy can release energy and creativity, rationalize 
productivity, and actually improve morale. He also adds that, as presently practiced, 
hierarchy has its drawbacks such as the issue of how to release and sustain among the 
people who work in corporate hierarchies the trust, initiative, and adaptability of the 
entrepreneur. In addition to this, there is a common complaint about excessive 
layering; which has results such as information passing through too many people, 
decisions through too many levels, and managers and subordinates are too close to 
each other in experience and ability, which inhibits effective leadership, cramps 
accountability, and promotes buck passing. Few managers seem to add real value to 
the work of their subordinates.
The author suggests that, for the hierarchies to function properly, emphasis on 
individual accountability should be given. Another important point is to distinguish 
carefully between hierarchical levels and pay grades meaning that there should be a 
managerial hierarchy based on responsibility rather than salary and there should be 
two or three times as many pay grades as working layers. As a result we can say that 
first, the hierarchical structure should be set right in order to raise both morale and 
efficiency.
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Stewart (1992), in his article titled as “ The Search for the Organization o f 
Tomorrow” brings a different viewpoint to the concept of hierarchy rather supported 
by Jaques under certain circumstances. The motto given in this article is as follows: 
“Are you flat, lean, and ready for a bold new look? Try high performance teams, 
redesigned work, and unbridled information.” The author supports the idea that 
hierarchical organization must wither away. He also sites a sentence o f the vice 
president o f Xerox, calling it as Palermo’s law: “If  a problem has been bothering 
your company and your customers for years and won’t yield, that problem is the 
result o f a cross-functional dispute, where nobody has total control o f the whole 
process.” So there comes the suggestion of organizing around processes as opposed 
to functions, permitting greater self management and allowing companies to 
dismantle unneeded supervisory structures, as can easily be expected after mentioning 
about this law.
The author also mentions about the plan o f McKinsey & Co. which covers 
principles such as; flattening hierarchy by minimizing subdivision o f processes, linking 
performance objectives and evaluation of all activities to customer satisfaction, 
making teams, not individuals, the focus of organization performance and design, and 
rewarding individual skill development and team performance instead of individual 
performance alone.
I want to elaborate a little bit on what was meant by the first principle suggested 
by McKinsey & Co. considering that it is related with the concept of hierarchy. In 
vertical organizations, hierarchy ties together business units, functions, departments, 
and tasks; whereas in horizontal organizations, it links work flows with each other. If  
we imagine that, all o f a company’s core processes could be owned and performed by 
a single team, there would be no need for formal hierarchy at all. According to the
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McKinséy, the way to flatten hierarchy is to combine related but formerly fragmented 
tasks, eliminate activities that do not add value or contribute to the achievement of 
performance objectives, and reduce as far as possible the number o f activity areas into 
which each core process is divided. As a rule, the broader and more integrated the 
work flow to a team, the greater the scope within which it can problem 
solve and innovate. The greater the scope, the smaller the number o f teams needed 
to perform the entire core process. And the smaller the number of teams, the less 
hierarchy needed to tie them together. It is also, added that, although horizontal 
organizations are almost always significantly flatter than vertical ones, the goal is not 
to flatten for its own sake. It is rather to shape an organization such that every 
element directly contributes to achieving key performance objectives. We can 
conclude that, for most complex organizations, some hierarchy is both inevitable and 
good - so long as each level truly adds to those above and below.
Almost similar to the argument mentioned above, now I want to refer to the 
points made by Ricardo Semler (1989). In his article, “Managing Without 
Managers”, he gives the example of the company of which he is the president, that 
makes money by avoiding decisions, rules, and executive authority. In his opinion, 
the four big obstacles to effective participatory management are size, hierarchy, lack 
o f motivation, and ignorance. He adds that the organizational pyramid is the cause o f 
much corporate evil, because the tip is too far from the base. Pyramids emphasize 
power, promote insecurity, distort communications, hobble interactions, and make it 
very difficult for the people who plan and the people who execute to move in the 
same direction. The solution that this company found was to design an 
organizational circle and here I want to mention about the few number of titles they 
used. These were counselors, partners, coordinators, and associates. Four titles with 
three management layers.
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Managers and the status and the money they enjoy-in a word, hierarchy-are 
considered as the single biggest obstacle to participatory management. The claim is 
that managers should be got out of way of democratic decision making to make the 
circular system does well.
There are other ways o f combating hierarchy proposed by the author. The first 
one is to abolish norms, manuals, rules, and regulations. The belief is that, even 
though everyone knows that one can not run a large organization without 
regulations, it is also known that most regulations rarely solve problems. So, all 
regulations of this kind were replaced with the rule of common sense which put the 
employees in the demanding position of using their own judgment. One interesting 
implementation they have is that, they have a program for the entry-level 
management trainees called “Lost in Space,” in which they hire a couple o f people 
every year who have no job description at all. A “godfather” looks after them, and 
for one year they can do anything they like, as long as they tried at least 12 different 
areas or units.
As a concluding remark we can say that, this company has employees who can 
paint the walls any color they like, come to work whenever they decide, wear 
whatever clothing makes them comfortable, and do whatever the hell they want. It is 
up to them to see the connection between productivity and profit and to act on it.
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IV. 3. W hat M otivates Employees?
The study conducted by Fox and his colleagues, Scott and Donohue (1993), is 
on the perceived value of pay and incentive performance. In their article it is 
mentioned that incentive systems can improve overall workplace performance but this 
outcome depends on the nature o f both the incentive system and the individual 
employee. There is a warning that individual response to an incentive system can 
lead to reduced or limited productivity. In the argument of Vroom (1964), the 
reasoning is that, pay took valence as a function of its capacity to link individuals with 
personally desired outcomes. Consequently, individuals have different desired 
outcomes from work and pay, that is, they are expected to have different levels of pay 
valence. I f  we accept Vroom’s theory, incentive-pay should lead employees with 
high pay valence to higher productivity while those with lower pay valence should 
have lower performance. In order to investigate the nature o f pay valence and its 
relationship with job performance. Fox and his colleagues used an incentive 
environment in which employees were not certain about performance levels and 
associated rewards.
They hypothesized that employees who place more value on pay will also have 
higher levels o f performance in a performance contingent pay environment. A pay 
valence scale was used as the summary measure of the individual’s perception that 
pay can personally address Maslow’s five proposed needs for evaluating the data 
collected by questionnaires. Three pay valence factors were used to form three 
variables that were examined independently as correlated with performance and also 
included as independent variables in a multiple regression model of performance.
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The results support that individuals value pay differentially and that those who 
attach a greater perceived value to pay are those who perform at higher levels in an 
incentive environment. Incentive performance was moderately correlated with a 
valence o f pay scale which measured an individual’s perceptions of how pay was 
instrumental to their self-concept that is one of the three variables mentioned above, 
along with pay-social and pay-necessities. Here we can say that the Alderfer’s ERG 
theory, with needs of existence, relatedness, and growth, corresponds to this study’s 
necessities, social and self-concept factors, respectively. The findings of this study are 
more similar to those proposed by Alderfer than Maslow’s five needs. As a result, we 
can say that a motivational concern surrounding inactive pay systems is highlighted.
Also in the article written by Kanter (1987), it is stated that, status, not 
contribution, has traditionally been the basis for the numbers on employees’ 
paychecks. Another point is that, pay has reflected where jobs rank in the corporate 
hierarchy- not what comes out of them.
The purpose o f the study conducted by Khojasteh (1993), is to investigate the 
differences in the motivation of private versus public sector managers. McClelland’s 
. (1961) study of managers in the public and the private sector in the US., Italy, and 
Turkey concluded that the public sector managers have a greater need for 
achievement than their counterparts in the private sector. In this study, a wide range 
of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards based on Herzberg Motivation-Hygiene Theory 
were included and managers perceptions o f the importance and the relative 
dissatisfaction with each reward factors were obtained. The major research questions 
asked were:
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1- What are the psycho-social effects of intrinsic reward ( motivators ) such as 
achievement, advancement, responsibility, recognition, and work itself that managers 
of private and public organizations perceive as most ( and leas t) important and with 
which are they the most ( and least) dissatisfied?
2- What are the psycho-social effects of extrinsic rewards such as supervision, 
company policy, and administration, interpersonal relationships, pay, working 
conditions, status, and job security that managers o f private and public organizations 
perceive as most ( and leas t) important and with which are they most ( and least ) 
dissatisfied?
A Porter/Lawlor type of research instrument was used as the format on which a 
questionnaire based on the Herzberg Motivation Hygiene Theory (Herzberg, 1959) 
was developed. By using this technique, perceptions o f “importance o f ’, “satisfaction 
with” or “dissatisfaction with” each variable can be recorded.
Before stating the findings of this study, I want to mention that, unless a need is 
both potent and presently unsatisfied, it is not accepted as having a great motivating 
potential. Findings indicate that though private and public organizations and their 
managers often do the same tasks, there are differences between the needs and 
demands of managers o f the two sectors. First o f all, private sector managers are 
much more security oriented than their counterparts employed by the public sector. 
Secondly, the intrinsic reward factor o f recognition was ranked as the second most 
important motivating factor for public sector managers while, in contrast the ranking 
was very low for the private sector. Thirdly, public sector managers have a 
significantly higher degree of satisfaction with pay than private sector managers. 
Private and public sector managers are both equally motivated by the intrinsic reward
16
factors of achievement and advancement. AJso, there were no differences in 
motivating potential of work itself and the interpersonal relationship and status 
between private and public sector managers.
The study of Maillet (1984), concentrates on the relationship o f goal setting and 
job enrichment with work satisfaction, intrinsic work motivation and performance. 
As suggested by Hackman and Oldham (1976, 1980), the five perceived job 
characteristics, skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback, 
may be grouped together to construct a motivating potential score. According to 
their model, the relationship between the motivating potential score and job outcomes 
(performance, satisfaction and motivation) is moderated by the strength of 
individuals’ need to grow.
In this study, questionnaires were used on a sample o f 117 respondents in order 
to assess the relative importance of the motivating potential score, goal difficulty, and 
goal specificity in the prediction of performance and attitudes that are satisfaction and 
motivation.
important finding is the distinction between the predictors of job outcomes. 
The attitudinal measures are found to be a function of motivating potential score and 
goal specificity, whereas job performance is observed to be dependent upon goal 
difficulty. Maillet also concluded that too much autonomy, too much task variety, as 
well as objectives that are too difficult, all bring about a decrease in satisfaction or 
performance.
I also want to mention about the study which investigated the correlation 
between the motivation o f knowledge workers, that includes all those whose work
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requires a high degree of specialized training and education and mental rather than 
physical effort, and their perceived organizational climate in the light of Korman’s 
theory which relates motivational processes and organizational behavior to 
organizational environment.
21 knowledge workers with professional, technical or managerial functions from 
different organizations responded to questionnaires. The motivations studied were 
motivational processes o f creativity and aggression and motivated behaviors of 
achievement, affiliation, autonomy, dominance.
The findings suggest that the motives for achievement, creativity, and aggression 
of these 21 knowledge workers are not significantly related to the same kinds of 
organizational climate dimensions. Also the process and behavioral aspects of the 
motives are not significantly related to the climate dimension of responsibility. These 
findings do not support the theory of Korman (Ganesan, 1983).
IV. 4, How Do Title and Status M otivate Employees?
Greenberg and Ornstein (1983) have demonstrated the effect o f high-status job 
title on an individual in terms of feelings of equity and behaviors intended to reduce 
inequity. In their study, the subjects were treated so as to feel that for the first group, 
they had an earned title, for the second group, they had an unearned title, for the third 
group, they had no title, and the last fourth group was taken as the control group.
The methodology used in the study is briefly as follows: Students were paid to 
proofread text and mark errors. Their proofreading activities were divided into three 
periods, and they were told that they would be paid for one hour o f work. During
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the initial 12-minute period, they simply checked the text for errors in four-to-six 
member groups. At the end of 12 minutes they were called into another room and 
were treated in one of the following ways:
• Earned Title: The experimenter examined their work and indicated that he had 
never seen work that careful and accurate before. They were offered the senior 
proofreader position with no money in return but only the honor to be chosen for 
a position like this one.
• Unearned title: Subjects were told that someone else was needed for the position 
of senior proofreader and they had been selected with no mention about the 
quality o f the work they did and they were offered no money for the additional 
hour of work.
• No title: In this case there was not a mention about the job title such as the senior 
proofreader and they were told that they would not receive any pay.
• Control group: The control subjects simply came into the room and discussed the 
nature of the work. No mention was made o f extra work or the title of senior 
proofreader.
The hypotheses of the study involved various aspects o f satisfaction and 
performance. It was proposed that the No Title and the Unearned Title subjects 
would experience inequity-the No Title group because they were being asked for 
extra input with no additional outcomes and the Unearned Title subjects since they 
were receiving a desirable outcome (high-status job title) that was undeserved.
After being exposed to one of the four treatments, the subjects returned to their 
proofreading task for the two additional 12-minute blocks. The results are important 
for two reasons, first, there are dramatic differences as measured by the mean number
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of lines proofread per session between the No Title group and the other conditions 
which was as predicted. What was not predicted was the strange behavior of the 
Unearned Title subjects in the second and the third work sessions. In the post-title 
session, their performance was the highest o f any o f the groups. In the final session, 
however, their performance dropped below that o f the Control and Earned Title 
groups. The No Title group felt underpaid whereas both the Control and the Earned 
Title group felt equitably paid at the end o f the sessions. The Unearned Title group 
felt overpaid at the end of the second session but underpaid at the end o f the third 
session. Greenberg and Ornstein speculate that the subjects in Unearned Title group 
felt flattered and believed that the experimenter liked them particularly as the reason 
for being chosen as senior proofreaders. But by the third session, they began to 
suspect about some kind of a manipulation in order to get extra work out of them, so 
this was the reason behind the decrease in their performance.
The implications of their study is as follows; First, it demonstrates that a job title 
and accompanying responsibilities can act as a valued outcome under certain 
circumstances for example when the title is seen as deserved. Under other 
circumstances, when no title accompanies the increased responsibility, the change 
may be seen as an input rather than an outcome, resulting in a feeling o f inequity. 
When the title is seen as unearned, there is a shift over time. What is initially seen as 
a valued outcome is subsequently seen as additional input which suggests a potential 
for using increased responsibilities and job titles as rewards in certain circumstances.
It also suggests that many o f the equity mechanisms examined in the compensation 
paradigm may hold for other outcomes as well.
The aim o f the study conducted by Sande and his colleagues (1986), was to 
investigate the effect of arbitrarily assigned status labels on self perceptions and social
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perceptions. In their opinion, people appear to have fairly concrete expectations 
about the behaviors and responsibilities appropriate for different positions. Such 
expectations may have an important impact on social and self-perceptions and this 
constitutes the focus of their work. They hypothesized that positional labels are 
sufficient to evoke expectations about the attributes of those associated with labels. 
In their procedure, people were assigned to positions of differing status and then 
interacted with each other. The assignments were random and it was made evident to 
the subjects.
The methodology used was as follows: Subjects participated in a “Personnel 
Selection study” in groups of three on a voluntary basis. Their task was to read 
through a set of application materials and to decide which four subjects among them 
should be hired for a summer job. Subjects were told that trained personnel officers 
would be making selection decisions from the same materials and that their decisions 
were going to be compared in the end. After the self-rankings were completed, in the 
second phase of the experiment, this time, subjects were assigned status labels such as 
supervisor, worker and observer. Then, several other tests were conducted.
The results show that there was a consistent self-enhancement effect that was not 
influenced by the positional label assigned to the rater, supervisors’ ratings of workers 
on the trait scales were susceptible to a labeling effect, although their self-ratings do 
not appear to have been affected, the trait inferences and responsibility attributions 
made by the low-status members of the hierarchy for example workers were not 
affected by the positional labels, and as a last thing, observers consistently rated 
supervisors as more leaderlike than workers were.
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V. M ETHODOLOGY
V. 1. Research Quesfion
The research question asked in this study is mainly on two main points. One is on 
what “title” means for an employee and the degree of its importance as a motivator. 
Whereas the other is about the probable alternatives that can be offered as substitutes 
to this concept. There are also several expectations before starting to this study 
specified as hypotheses as follows:
Hypothesis J: As an employee gets more and more experienced, the importance 
given to title will be less.
The reasoning is that, as you gain experience on doing a job, you will trust your 
skills and success in performing that job more and more. Therefore you will become 
less dependent on other extrinsic motivators such as title and care less about it.
Hypothesis 2: As education level increases, the satisfaction got from title will 
decrease for the person.
The reasoning behind this hypothesis is similar to the previous one in the sense 
that, more education will bring a more professional viewpoint along with itself and 
attitudes more concentrated on intrinsic motivators.
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Hypothesis 3: As age increases the importance given to title increases.
This might stem from two things; first, the seniority based promotion system 
instead of performance based can stimulate this desire and second, older people might 
tend to give more and more importance to status and prestige they hold in the society.
Hypothesis 4: The importance given to title changes in relation with the
organizational structure of the company.
Here, the impact o f hierarchical organizational structures on the importance 
given employees will be depicted out. To serve this purpose, the questionnaires were 
conducted in two hierarchical and one nonhierarchical organizations as will also be 
explained in more detail in data collection section.
We will refer to the basic research questions and to these hypotheses in the 
analysis section considering the results o f the ANOVA analysis.
V. 2. Research Design
A research design, which is the framework or plan for a study used as a guide in 
collecting and analyzing data, ensures that the study will be relevant to the problem 
and will use economical procedures (Churchill, 1987 ).
In this study, the two types of research designs; exploratory and descriptive 
research will be complementing each other. Although, by Churchill, classification of 
design types is given- as useful for gaining insight into the research process, it is also 
mentioned that the distinctions are not absolute. The crucial point I see here is that 
the design of the investigation should stem from the problem.
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The general objective in exploratory research is to gain insights and ideas. The 
exploratory study is helpful in breaking broad, vague problem statements into smaller, 
more precise subproblem statements, hopefully in the form o f specific hypotheses. In 
early stages of exploratory research, one usually lacks sufficient understanding of the 
problem to formulate a specific hypothesis (Churchill, 1987).
In this study I also only have a vague idea about what I am going to face with on 
the effects o f “title” concept upon employee motivation in Turkey. But I have some 
expectations that are stated as hypotheses in the previous section and major questions 
to be answered which constituted the descriptive part of my research.
We stated that the exploratory study is used to increase the analyst’s familiarity 
with the problem. One o f the tools that proves to be productive for this research 
design type is conducting a literature survey to get an insight about the work of 
others for the problem under investigation. That is also the starting point of this 
study.
The insights gained through exploratory research will form the basis for 
descriptive research. The descriptive part of the study can be explained as follows: In 
the classification of descriptive studies, we have longitudinal studies in which the 
measurements are made repeatedly through time and cross-sectional studies which 
includes one time measurement. The study that I am going to conduct will provide a 
snapshot of the variables o f interest at that point in time, so will be a cross-sectional 
one.
There are two types of cross-sectional studies: field studies and sample surveys. 
The basic difference is between the greater scope of the survey and the greater depth
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of the field study. The survey attempts to be representative of some known universe, 
both in terms of the number o f cases included and in the manner of their selection. 
The field study is less concerned with the generation of large representative samples, 
and more concerned with the in-depth study of a few typical situations. The emphasis 
in this study will be, in a sense, on the interrelationship of a number of factors as in 
the case of a field study and also on generation of summary statistics that is the case in 
a survey.
The main advantages of field studies lie in their realism, strength of variables, and 
heuristic quality. They are realistic since they involve the investigation of phenomena 
in their natural setting where no attempt is made to manipulate a controlled variable. 
And because the variables are allowed to exert their influence in a natural setting, 
their effects are typically strong. In terms of the field studies’ behind heuristic, it can 
be said that the intensive study of a few cases is often productive of a great many 
additional hypotheses. Therefore we can also suggest that field study can be used in 
exploratory research where the emphasis is on generating, rather than testing, 
hypotheses.
The complementary nature of these two research designs that I mentioned before 
stems from this as well as other factors. One should also consider the weaknesses of 
field studies such as their ex post facto character. They do not contain the control 
afforded in laboratory experiments; since a great many variables always affect the 
response of interest, it is hard to separate their effects.
Considering both qualitative and quantitative orientations in social science, for 
this study, I will both make use of use qualitative research which refers to the 
meanings, concepts, symbols and descriptions of things as well as quantitative one
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that gives importance to counts and measures of things. As stated by Bruce L. Berg 
(1989), I also agree that certain experiences can not be meaningfully expressed by 
numbers but some interpretation for the validity of these numbers is needed. 
Furthermofe, qualitative research strategies can provide perspectives that can prompt 
recall o f the common sights, sounds and smells.
Qualitative research properly seeks answers to questions by examining various 
social settings and the individuals who inhabit these settings. Qualitative researchers, 
then, are most interested in how humans arrange themselves and their settings and 
how inhabitants of these settings make sense of their surroundings through symbols, 
rituals, social structures, social roles and so forth ( Berg, 1989 ).
According to Bogden and Taylor, research methods on human beings affect how 
these persons will be viewed. If humans are studied in a symbolically reduced, 
statistically aggregated fashion, there is the danger that conclusions -although precise- 
may fail to fit reality (Mills, 1959). Qualitative procedures provide a means of 
unquantifiable facts about the actual people researchers observe and talk to, or people 
presented by their personal traces (such as, photographs, newspaper accounts, diaries 
and so on). As a result, qualitative techniques allow the researchers to share in the 
understandings and perceptions of others and to explore how people structure and 
give meaning to their daily lives.
In qualitative research, since no objective laws are being sought, no hypotheses 
are stated. The researchers may-either test hypotheses that are derived from theory 
before the observations begin or generate hypotheses afterward. The price of these 
advantages is a host of threats to construct, internal, and statistical inference validity.
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The review of qualitative methodology from the perspective of the four main types of 
validity is essential:
Construct Validity: There are two different types o f construct validity, these are 
nicasuremcnt and experimental operational. The first one is problematic. Because of 
the unstandardized nature of the qualitative research strategies, the observations are 
more than usually prone to random measurement error and so unreliability. 
Experimental construct validity is less related to qualitative methodology since the 
researcher seldom intentionally creates experimental manipulations in natural setting. 
However the entry of observers, or as in my case an interviewer, at or near the time 
of a natural experiment may change the meaning o f the experimental change. Thus, 
not only the setting bias the researcher but also the researcher can change the setting, 
which distorts the results.
Internal Validity: Qualitative research, sometimes describes two characteristics, one 
or both of which are nonvarying. In such cases no causal inference can be drawn 
because no association can be established. Descriptions of the coexistence of one 
variable to another say nothing about their causal linkage. This can be considered as a 
serious threat to internal validity.
Statistical Inference Validity: Inferential statistics test how confidently we can 
generalize from a sample to the population. The qualitative researcher, which also 
reflects the study that I will conduct, has little in generalizing to a larger population, if 
the researcher wants to describe in the deepest and most detailed possible way the 
characteristics of a unique setting or group, he may not desire a populationwide 
generalization.
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External Validity: External validity is difficult to asses in any kind o f research. Thus, 
qualitative research is at no disadvantage to other methodologies in this respect and 
indeed qualitative researchers have less interest in such generalizations since they 
often select cultures, subcultures, settings or groups for their uniqueness (Dooley, 
1990).
V. 3. Data Collection
The type o f primary data collected in this study is on attitudes and opinions 
toward a phenomenon, which in this case is “title”.
In obtaining primary data, one of the basic means to employ is communication 
that involves questioning respondents to secure the desired information, using a data 
collection instrument called a questionnaire. The questions may be oral or in writing, 
and the responses may be given in either form. The other mean, observation does not 
involve questioning and is rather based on a record o f actions, facts, and behaviors. 
The communication method of data collection has he general advantages of 
versatility, speed and cost, while observational data are more objective and accurate 
(Churchill, 1987).
For this study the choice is made in favor o f the communication method, that is 
conducting a questionnaire. One reason is about the versatility, which is the ability 
of the technique to collect information on many types o f primary data such as 
demographic characteristics, attitudes and opinions. Another point is the speed and 
cost advantages o f this method. It is a faster means of data collection since it 
provides a greater degree of control over data gathering activities.
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After choosing the communication method two decisions are given on structure 
and disguise. Structure refers tot he degree of standardization imposed on the 
questionnaire whereas the disguise is the amount o f knowledge communicated to the 
respondent (Churchill, 1987).
In this study I conducted a questionnaire that is of an intermediate degree of 
structure in the sense that the questions are fixed but the responses are in some of the 
cases open-ended (refer to Appendix B). There are fixed-alternative questions as 
well. It is an undisguised questionnaire since the purpose is made obvious by the 
questions posed. The questions aim to depict out the role of title in the organizations 
taking the expectations I had about this concept beforehand into account.
I conducted the questionnaire among a sample o f employees working in three 
different banks. In one of these banks, which is Interbank, no titles are specified for 
the employees, only job descriptions are available. The organizational structure of 
this bank is relatively nonhierarchical as compared to the other two. Whereas in the 
remaining two, Garantibank and Xbank (this is a hypothetical name) a hierarchical 
structure with well defined positions exist. The aim is to search for the possible 
differences among these three organizations in terms of the importance given to title 
by the employees and the preferences stated as an alternative to having a higher title. 
In total, 91 questionnaires are collected and the analysis is based upon these. In terms 
of reliability of the results, one limitation is on the relatively low number of 
respondents from Xbank with respect to the remaining two which is 25. The reason 
for this is the hostility shown to the research topic by the company management.
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As far as the questionnaire design is of concern, there are both close-ended and 
open-ended questions, indicative o f the intermediate degree o f structure. The 
demographic characteristics such as age, education level of individuals are asked. 
The basic questions are focused on the importance and meaning o f title for the 
respondents. One basic question is on the alternatives offered to title in one of the 
questions to find out substitutes for this concept.
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VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
VI. 1. Siimmnrizine Datn: Frequency Tables
In the questionnaire used in this study, there are both nominal and ordinal types 
of variables. The first step that might be considered when summarizing data relating 
to these kind of variables is the construction of frequency tables (Appendix A l). The 
idea is to see the number of cases in each category. The frequency tables are 
constructed for every item offered as an alternative in question 9 for the whole 
sample.
For the sixth question in which whether the employees wanted to have a higher 
title than the one they already have is asked, the data do not lead us somewhere. The 
important point is that the “yes” answers in this category amounts to 94 % for the 
sample as a whole (Appendix A l). At first, it seems that no matter how high the 
organizational pyramid is or whether an organization assigns titles or just specifies job 
descriptions as the case is in Interbank, people have a positive tendency for having a 
higher title but this result just show a tendency and is-not sufficient to indicate that 
people have a significant desire for having a higher title.
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Indeed, one thing that is observed while coding the data is that, in Interbank, 
some o f the employees, although with no title defined, specified a title to explain their 
position in the bank along with their job description while answering the third 
question.
IVhat i f  your title is removed?
Table 1: Number of respondents who crossed out the fixed choices in question 10
HIERARCHICAL NON-
HIF.R.ARanCAL
TOTAL
I would lose all my prestige. 2 2
I would feel like I went one step behind. 21 15 36
I would be less motivated to work. 33 15 48
I would lose my authority. 3 5 8
I would be less satisfied from the job I perfomi. 24 9 33
The image I have in the eyes of people would change 5 5 10
Getting into contact with managers in other finns would be harder 10 10 20
Everylliing would be much more easier. 3 1 4
If all titles are removed, intra-finn communication would increase. 7 5 12
Nothing will change 13 11 24
If  we consider the number of people who put a check for these categories above, 
we see that out of 91 employees 36 declared that they would feel like they went one 
step behind, 48 of them would feel less motivated to work, 33 would be less satisfied 
and 20 would have difficulty in getting into contact with other firms whereas only 4 
people claimed that everything would be much more easier and 24 of them thought 
that nothing would change.
It is worthwhile to point out that employees in general do not see removal o f 
their titles as an impediment to get into contact with managers in other firms but 
rather a more personal problem. This concept, rather than being only illustrative to 
outside world, is important for personal achievements of employees instead.
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In the coming two sections, which are about relations with superiors/subordinates 
and opinions about hierarchy, a comparison with the answers given in this part will be 
made to see the consistency in overall.
How about the relations with superiors/subordinates?
Table 2: Number of respondents who crossed out the fixed choices in question 13
IIIERAKCIIICAL NON-
HIER-ARailCAL
TOTAL
Intimate. 19 15
We are working in coordination with each other. 33 23 54
Everybody does his ow i job. 12
Tliere is lack of communication. 13 18
Distanced. 20 28
Cold.
Two way intbnnation How provides elTiciency. 27 17 44
Dynamic. 14 15 29
Decision makers and implementers are not going in same direction. 20 10
I can perceive tlie wliole picture. 10 12 -70
I have the adequate knowledge to evaluate my subordinates. 15 -7-7
I caiuiot learn the results of the job I perfonn. 14
In asking this question, the aim is to see whether there is a lack of communication 
and coordination which basically stems from hierarchical organizational structures. 
We can tie this up to title in the sense that titles clarify the distinction of the levels in a 
hierarchy and serve as an impediment to flow of information in both ways. This will 
bring inefficiencies along with itself such that people will be working without seeing 
the overall picture and without knowing what is best for the interest of the company 
as a whole since communication and coordination will be harder. With this logic, 
from the data we can say that although 54 of the employees claimed to be working in 
coordination with each other, only 22 of them told that they can perceive the whole 
picture. The inconsistency here is also backed with the 30 employees who put a
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check for the alternative on the implementers and decision makers going in different 
dimensions.
What about hierarchical organizational structures?
Table 3: Number of respondents who crossed out the fixed choices in question 14
IIIEKAKCIIICAL NONIIIERARCIIICAL TOTAL
Ideal for large organizations. 12 21
Provides an efl'icient and effective working environment. 10
Slows down the inlbnnation flow. 99 18 40
Impedes eflective leadership. 10 19
Makes it easier to escape from taking responsibility. 9 9 16 38
Provides control mechanisms to function eflectively. 10 18
Reduces efllciency. 16 14
Impedes inter-departmental coordination and communication. 20 12
Creates bureaucracy. 29 20 49
Increases red-tape. 16 11 27
Slows down both DM and implementation mechanisms. 26 15 41
Decreases individual pcrfonnance. 9 9
Does not permit participative management. 19 10 29
Provides that jobs are perfonned in a standardized fashion. 17 12 29
In this part we can see real concerns against the hierarchical structures. Only 12 
employees out of 58 in hierarchical organization, claimed that hierarchy is ideal for 
large organizations and again only 6 thought it to be providing for efficient and 
effective working environment.
Out of 91 employees, 40 people think that hierarchies slow down the 
information flow while 30 of them think that it reduces efficiency. In addition to this 
32 people accept it as an impediment to efficient coordination and communication 
and 49 think that this structure creates bureaucracy. Also the voting given for the last 
four items show the undesired effects of this structure upon management system.
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When the answers about removal of title and implications o f hierarchy is 
compared, it is seen that although there are negative feelings on hierarchical structure, 
nobody seems to be willing or even indifferent about giving up his title. This 
tendency is also observed in the answers given to the alternatives preferred to title as 
analyzed in the next section
IVliat could substitute title?
The answer to this question is searched for in the ninth question in which several 
alternatives are offered to employees instead of getting a higher rank. The interesting 
thing is that, although we mean only the “title” in this question, many people 
established a link with things like pay, status, authority and did not want to choose 
anything and added that they will inevitably have these alternatives and there is no 
need to prefer many of them.
The data in frequency tables can flirther be summarized by constructing a table 
showing the percentages of employees with which the alternative is either strongly 
preferred or just preferred for each firm.
Table 4: The percentage of respondents who either preferred or strongly preferred 
the alternatives offered in question 9
ALTEItNATWES (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
XBANK. 72 28 60 84 40 48 40 48 60 36 44 72 56 56
INTERB. 81 42 60 66 52 55 36 67 51 58 60 70 49 54
GARANTI 80 27 63 63 70 67 12 58 58 39 63 76 45 60
WHOLE 78 33 61 70 55 57 29 58 56 45 57 72 50 57
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Table 5: Alternatives offered in question 9
ALTl pertbnnance based pay increase ALTS job security
ALT2 vacation ALT9 domination over conditions rather than people
ALT3 leadership in a project ALT 10 car / house
ALT4 extra training in a topic of interest ALTll more authority
ALTS extra responsibility ALT12 to be inyolved in decision making
ALT6 to start your own job ALT 13 health insurance
ALT7 shorter working hours ALT14 new working styles: teamwork
By looking at the percentages, we see that the highest figures are for alternatives 
one, four, and twelve; which are performance based pay increase, extra training in a 
topic o f interest and to be involved in decision making respectively. Above 70% of 
employees preferred these alternatives to getting a higher title. Particularly in 
Interbank and Garantibank, performance based pay increase was preferred by about 
80% of the people. The point here is to get a sense o f what other things can be 
offered so that the concept of title will cease to exist and not be an important 
motivator eventually. This will in return provide an opportunity for flatter 
organization structures and easy and effective communication along with itself.
Going on with the figures it can be said that between 55 to 60% of the employees 
prefer alternatives three, five, six, eight, nine, eleven, and fourteen which are 
leadership in a project, extra responsibility, to start your own job, job security, 
domination over conditions rather than people, more authority, and new working 
styles respectively.
From this picture we can say that, although employees are willing to participate 
in decision making process and want to have power over conditions rather than 
people, they still want more authority which can be considered as a linkage to 
hierarchical organization structures.
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It is interesting that alternatives like vacation, shorter working hours, and 
car/house were not attractive enough for the employees to give up the opportunity of 
getting a higher title. This shows the importance o f title for them which is absolutely 
in line with the answers given to the question on the degree o f importance of title.
What kind o f  a career one longs fo r?
Several answers given to the question on the career objectives of the employees 
and the number o f people who gave similar answers are given in the table below. 
Here I want to draw attention to the high number o f employees who want to be up in 
the hierarchy or who aim to have more status and prestige.
Table 6: Number of respondents who crossed out the fixed choices in question 15
CAREER OBJECXn'E ^  of people
To reach the best position with the best title. 25
To be the department head. 12
To earn more money. 5
To have more authority. 16
To be involved in the decision making mechanism. 6
To be one step up in the hierarchy. 8
To gain more prestige. 9
To take place in managerial positions. 8
To be efficient and learn more. 3
No expectation at all. 10
To have an effective status. 9
More success. 6
No comment 45
To be the boss of my own job. 1
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As stated in the research question section, there are four hypotheses that are 
tested in this study. These are related with whether the four categorical variables as 
age, education, experience and hierarchy have impacts upon the importance of title. 
Therefore, in order to depict out whether there is dependency between these factors 
and title, the results of an ANOVA analysis will be helpful. In addition to this, 
analysis of variance is conducted for the alternatives offered to title in question 9 and 
these four categorical variables for the possible dependencies among them to find out 
the substitutes for title.
In the ANOVA summary table which is created in the statistical computer 
program, SPSS, the variability attributed to treatments an error that leads to the 
calculation of F statistics is specified (Appendix A2). In conducting an F test, the 
aim is to test the null hypothesis that the treatment means are equal in the population. 
If  F test leads to a ratio is greater than 1, we do not jump to the conclusion that 
there is a difference among group means. Rather, given a significance level, 0.05, as 
used in this study, we compare the F value with the critical F value, with the related 
degrees of freedom, and come up with conclusions.
In this stage I want to refer to the hypotheses stated in the “research question” 
section and go on with what the results show.
V I .  2 .  A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e
Hypothesis I: The aim in asking the second question about experience stems 
from the possibility that as an employee gets more and more experienced, his need for 
having a higher title will be less. The reasoning behind this is that, as you gain 
experience on doing a job, you will trust your skills and success in performing that job
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more and more. Therefore you will become less dependent on other extrinsic 
motivators such as title and care less about it.
Coming to the results o f F test, the F value for experience variable and title is .7 
(Appendix A2), and when this figure is compared with the critical value at .05 
significance level, which is 2.7, we fail to reject the null hypothesis, and cannot 
conclude that the means differ. Therefore, we can not claim that the experience level 
of the employees affect the importance they give to title. If we also examine the F 
values for each one of the alternatives and make the comparisons with the relative 
critical values, we see th a t, in alternative 13 and 14, we reject the null hypothesis and 
conclude that the means differ. These alternatives are health insurance and new 
working styles: teamwork, respectively.
Hypothesis 2: The second expectation is on the relationship between education 
level and title. One can expect a negative relation between these variables since as the 
case in the degree of experience a person has, as education level increases, the 
satisfaction got from title will decrease for the person.
The results, show that, for education variable, the F value is greater than the 
critical value for title, vacation, extra training, to start your own job, shorter working 
hours, job security, health insurance and teamwork variables. Therefore, for these 
variables, we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the means differ. What this 
means is that, the education level of employees has effects upon the importance they 
gave to title. Also the alternatives in which we were able to reject the null hypothesis, 
are the ones that are preferred to title in line with the increasing level o f education.
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Hypothesis 3: As far as the age of the employees o f concern, it can be said that 
as age increases the desire for a higher title increases. This might stem from two 
things; first, the seniority based promotion system instead of performance based can 
stimulate this desire and second, older people might tend to give more and more 
importance to status and prestige they hold in the society.
For this variable, for none o f the variable we can reject the null hypothesis. This 
result is similar to the one we get with the experience variable and this might be due 
to the possible interaction between these two variables, which are accepted to be 
unrelated in this study which is also stated in the limitations section. Here, the 
conclusion is that, the importance given to title does not depend on in what age 
bracket the respondent is.
Hypothesis 4: The importance given to title changes in relation with the
organizational structure of the company.
Here, the impact of hierarchical organizational structures on the importance 
given to title by the employees will be depicted out. To see this, the respondents, 
who, are employed in nonhierarchical organizations are coded as 1, and the remaining 
are coded as 2. Then F test is conducted again between this variable and title and the 
alternatives to title. The result is that in none of the cases we are able to reject the 
null hypothesis and conclude that the means differ. What comes out of this is that, as 
also supported by the answers given to other questions in the questionnaire, whether 
one works in a hierarchical organization or not is not related with his point o f view 
towards title and the preferences in alternatives offered to title.
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Which factors and to what extent have importance in a job? The interviewees are 
asked to rate seventeen items according to the degree of importance using a scale in 
which 1 stands for “very unimportant” and 5 for “very important. The expectation is 
that these items are somewhat interrelated with each other such as title which may 
symbolize prestige/status for an employee.
The characteristics which go together constitute a factor and factor analysis refers 
to a number of related statistical techniques that help to determine them (Bryman and 
Cramer, 1990).
These techniques are used for three main purposes. First they can assess the 
degree to which items such as title and prestige/status are tapping the same concept. 
If people respond in similar ways to questions concerning prestige/status as they do to 
title, this implies that these two concepts are not seen as being conceptually distinct by 
these people. If, however, their answers on these seventeen items are unrelated to 
each other, this suggests that their feelings can be distinguished. In other words, 
factor analysis enables us to assess the factorial validity of the questions which make 
up our scales by telling us the extent to which they seem to be measuring the same 
concepts or variables (Bryman and Cramer, 1990).
The second use is that, if we have a large number of variables, factor analysis can 
determine the degree to which they can be reduced to a smaller set. The third use 
which is related to previous one is aimed at trying to make sense of the bewildering 
complexity o f social behavior by reducing it to a more limited number of factors.
V I .  3 .  F a c t o r  A n n i v s i s
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The point here is that when we factor analyze the information given on these 
seventeen items, we may find that these will group themselves into a smaller number 
of factors. Then, factor analysis can be seen as a tool for bringing order to the way 
we see things by determining which of them are related and which o f them are not.
Two uses of factor analysis can be distinguished. Exploratory kind in which the 
relationships between various variables are examined without determining the extent 
to which the results fit a particular model. The second one, confirmatory factor 
analysis, compares the solution found against a hypothetical one. In this study, the 
focus will be on the exploratory use of factor analysis.
VI. 3. 1. Correlation M atrix
The initial step is to compute a correlation matrix for the seventeen items which 
play role in a job for an employee. If there are no significant correlation between 
these items, then this means that they are unrelated and that we would not expect 
them to form one or more factors. Therefore it would not be worthwhile to go on to 
conduct a factor analysis; so this is the stage for making a decision.
The correlation matrix is calculated for the whole sample and the decision is to 
go on to conduct factor analysis since significant correlation between the items are 
observed (refer to Appendix A3).
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Another issue is that, how reliable the factors are which emerge from a factor 
analysis depends on the size of the sample. Although there is no consensus on what 
this should be, there is agreement that there should be more subjects than variables. 
Gorsuch (1983), has proposed an absolute minimum of five subjects per variable and 
not less than 100 individual per analysis. Although factor analysis can be carried out 
on smaller samples, not much confidence should be placed on these factors. 
Consequently, if the main purpose o f a study is to find out what factors underlie a 
group o f variables, it is essential that the sample should be sufficiently large to enable 
this to be done reliably (Bryman and Cramer, 1990).
In this study, first, I will factor analyze the whole sample, that is 91 objects on 
seventeen items.
VI. 3. 3. Principal Components or Factors?
The two widely used components of factor analysis are principal components and 
principal axis factoring. Factor analysis is primarily concerned with describing the 
variation or variance which is shared by the scores o f people on three or more 
variables which is referred as common variance. There are two other kinds o f 
variances, namely, specific variance which is unique to a variable and not shared by 
any other variable and error variance which is the variation due to fluctuations that 
inevitably results from measuring something. Since factor analysis can not distinguish 
specific from error variance, they are combined to form unique variance. The 
difference between the principal components analysis and principle axis factoring lies 
in how the handle unique variance. In principal-components analysis all the variance
V I .  3 .  2 .  S n m p l e  S i z e
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of a score, including unique variance is analyzed including unique variance whereas 
in principal axis factoring, only the variance which is common to the test is analyzed, 
excluding unique variance. In principal components analysis the commonality which 
is the variance o f a set to be explained is set at 1; as also the case that is seen in the 
output o f this study, while in principal axis factoring it varies between 0 and 1.
In both these methods, the first component that is extracted accounts for the 
largest amount of variance shared by the tests. The second factor consists o f the next 
largest amount of variance which is not related to or explained by the first one. These 
two factors are unrelated or orthogonal to one another. There are as many factors as 
variables, although the degree of variance which is explained by successive factors 
becomes smaller and smaller meaning that the first few factor are the most important 
ones.
For the whole sample, the spss output showing the initial factors produced by 
principal components analysis of the factors and the amount of variance they account 
for, that is the eigen value is presented in the appendix A3. The variance accounted 
for by the first factor is 6.66 or 39.2 percent o f the total variance. The total variance 
explained by the 17 variables is the sum of their eigen values which is 17. The 
proportion o f variance accounted for by any one factor is its eigen value divided by 
the sum o f their eigen values multiplied by 100.
VI. 3. 4. Num ber of Factors To Retain
Since the object of factor analysis is to reduce the number of variables, the next 
step is to decide which factors to exclude. There are two main criteria for this. 
Kaiser’s criterion which is to select those factors which have an eigen value o f greater
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than one. Since the total variance that any one variable can have has been 
standardized as one, this means that a factor which explains less variance than a single 
variable is excluded. The second method, the secree test, a graph is drawn of the 
descending variance accounted for by the factors initially extracted. The factors to 
retain are those which lie before the point at which the eigen values seem to level off.
Which criterion to use may depend on the size o f the average communalties and 
the number o f variables and subjects. Since Kaiser criterion has been recommended 
for situations where the number of variables is less than thirty and the average 
commonality is greater than 0.7 and in this study seventeen variables are used, the 
decision will be given according to this criterion.
VT. 3. 5. Rotation of Factors
What the first factors extracted from an analysis which account for the maximum 
amount of variance represent might not be easy to interpret since items will not 
correlate as highly with them as they might. In fact, most o f the items will fall on the 
first factor, although their correlation with it may not be that high. In order to 
increase the interpretability of the factors, they are rotated to maximize the loadings 
of some of the items. These items then can be used to identify the meaning of the 
factor. The two most commonly used methods are orthogonal rotation which 
produces factors which are unrelated to or independent of one another, and oblique 
rotation in which the factors are correlated. Considering the advantage o f orthogonal 
rotation which is that the information the factors provide is not redundant, since a 
person’s score on one factor is unrelated to his score on another, I decided to use it in 
this study.
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In this stage, I want to come up with conclusions by looking at the results of the 
analysis.
For the whole sample, the four principal component factors are shown in 
Appendix A3. The relationship between each item and a factor is expressed as a 
correlation or loading. The items have been listed in terms of the size of their 
loadings on the factor to which they are most closely related. Thus, for example, 
item 10 loads most highly on the first of the four factors. All but four of the 
seventeen items correlate most highly with the first factor.
In terms of the orthogonally rotated solution, ten items load on the first factor 
while five of them correlate most highly with the second one. The items which load 
most strongly on the first factor are listed or grouped together first and ordered in 
terms of the size of their correlation. The items which load most strongly with the 
second factor form the second group and the rest goes on in a similar fashion.
From the first group, items 6 and 9 are excluded since their loadings are greater 
than .4 for two of the factors. With the same reasoning, item 12 is excluded from the 
second group as well.
V I .  3 .  6 .  R e s u l t s  o f  F a c t o r  A n a l y s i s
First group: Individual Benefits
The meaning of a factor is determined by the items that load most highly on it. 
From the first group, we can suggest that title is an important dimension together 
with prestige / status, promotion prospects, use o f authority, pay, fringe benefits, 
recognition and power. This grouping is meaningful in the sense that an employee
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who gives importance to title will also be concerned about prestige / status, 
recognition, promotion prospects and power.
Second group: Work environment benefits
The second grouping consists of factors which are not much related with the 
concept of job itself, namely, good working conditions, pleasant colleagues, good 
boss, and job security.
We can rely on the results obtained from the whole sample taking the sample size 
into account and suggest that within these seventeen items, title constitutes an 
important dimension from employees’ viewpoint and symbolizes prestige / status and 
power for them. The basic point is that to for an employee title brings many other 
things like power, authority, responsibility and these concepts are so closely tied to 
each other that it is very hard for people to distinguish title from these as also will be 
observed from the rest of the analysis conducted within the scope of this study.
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v n . LIM ITATIONS OF TH E STUDY
In conducting this study, there were several factors that have impacts upon the 
results.
First of all, getting a higher title not only is a means o f having more prestige and 
status but also there are many things associated with it and the most important of 
these is more money. This aspect, I believe , distorted the results o f this study since 
the respondents could not differentiate “title” from the benefits that are gained along 
with it. Therefore they could not made a healthy preference to it in terms of other 
alternatives offered in one of the questions.
The second point is that, there is a possibility that, some of the questions asked in 
the questionnaire like the question on the importance of their title on other people in 
the society, might be interpreted different by the respondents. The fixed choice 
answers that are provided are also restrictive in the sense that they might not be able 
to express their genuine opinions on the subjects. Also the question asked on the 
employees’ desire to have a higher title than they already have was not sensitive 
enough to detect out differences as can be observed from the results.
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Another point to mention here is about the relation possible relation between age 
and experience. It must be stressed that while constructing the first and the third 
hypotheses, these two variables were accepted as unrelated to each other. While 
considering the results of the ANOVA analysis, this factor should also be considered.
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VIIL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Considering the results of the analysis, we can say that “title” is an important 
concept in careers of employees in Turkey. This stems from a variety o f factors 
ranging from the cultural aspects to the hierarchical organizational structures that 
most o f the companies have.
First o f all, as stated in the limitations section, although the respondents could not 
differentiate “title” from the benefits that are gained along with it and could not made 
a healthy preference to it in terms of other alternatives offered in one o f the questions, 
the results show that to most of them, whether working in the hierarchical 
organizations with clearly defined positions or ones with job descriptions only and 
relatively a flatter organizational structure, “title” is really important and serves as a 
strong motivator. Otherwise people would be less sensitive on the question about 
removal of titles throughout the organization. Only one fourth o f the employees 
expressed that nothing would change.
Secondly, the negative feelings and opinions about hierarchical organization 
structures do not reduce the desire to have a higher title or a better position whichjs a 
basic aspect embedded in the nature of this structure. Employees feel that they will 
gain a lot by climbing one ladder up in the organizational pyramid.
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In the F test that was conducted, we were able to reject the null hypothesis in the 
comparisons we made with education variable and concluded that the means were 
significantly different from each other. Whereas in the remaining three variables, that 
are age, experience and hierarchy, no significant relationship between title and other 
fourteen alternatives were depicted out. Therefore we can claim that the importance 
given to title changes in relation with the level of education one has but is irrespective 
of the age and experience o f the person or the organizational structure
As a fourth finding, factor analysis shows that, title is tapping the same concept 
with prestige/status, promotion prospects, use of authority, recognition and power. 
This means, people do not distinguish title from these concepts as a different 
dimension and what “title” is for an employee can also be understood by considering 
these factors. We have two groupings here which are work environment benefits and 
individual benefits as the results depict out.
Where do we go from here?
The last thing is on how title can cease to exist in business life, if possible. This 
can be achieved by offering alternate benefits to title so that employees will be more 
concerned about them. Results for the ninth question shows that performance based 
pay increase, training, and having voice in decision making mechanism are among the 
alternatives that are preferred the most. This means company owners should focus 
their attention more on performance-based evaluation systems together with flatter 
organizational structures.
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As we said at the beginning of this study, the exploratory part of the research 
design aims at formulating additional hypotheses after conducting the research and 
clarifying concepts. There can be studies conducted in depth on how to reduce the 
significance and importance of title in careers of employees in future. Only than will 
it be possible to talk about flatter organizational structures with easiness of 
coordination and communication. The turbulence in the environment faced by the 
organizations necessitate quick response capabilities which can not be provided by 
hierarchical organizational structures.
One should never forget that there are two sides of the coin; if executives use 
assigning “title” as a mean for motivating their employees, they will probably be very 
successful in doing that. But at the same time they will be clearly demotivating the 
remaining in the group by putting one more layer in-between people who, before, 
were in direct communication with each other.
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS FOR THE WHOLE SAMPLE
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Appendix A. 1. : Frequency Tables 
fflGIIER TITLE
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
YES 86 94.5
NO 5 5.5
TOTAL 91 100
ENUGE
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
YES 34 37.4
NO 57 62.6
TOTAL 91 100
ITEMS (TITLE)
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
VERY UNIAO^ORTANT 1 1.1
UNIMPORTANT 5 5.5
NEUTR/VL 19 20.9
Bn>ORTANT 36 39.6
VERY IMPORT^VNT 30 33
TOTAL 91 1 100
ITEM17 (STATUS/TRESTIGE)
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
VERY UNIMPORTANT 2 2.2
UNLMPORT.VNT I 1.1
NEUTRAL 13 14.3
IMPORT.VNT 30 33
VERY IMPORTANT 45 49.5
TOTAL 91 100
ALTERNATIVES
PERFORMANCE BASED PAY INCREASE
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 4 4.4 ·
NOT PREFER 7 7.7
NEUTRrVL 9 9.9
PREFER 49 53.8
STRONGLY PREFER 22 24.2
TOTAL 91 100
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VACATION
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 14 15.4
NOT PREFER 23 25.3
NEUTRAL '24 26.4
PREFER 19 20.9
STRONGLY PREFER 11 12.1
TOTAL 91 100
LEADERSHIP IN  A PRO.TECT
CATEGORY FRKQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 1 1.1
NOT PREFER 11 12.1
NEUTRAL 23 25.3
PREFER 40 44
STRONGLY PREFER 16 17.6
TOTAL 91 100
EXTILV TRAINING IN A TOPIC OF INTEREST
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 4 4.4
NOT PREFER 12 13.2
NEUTRAL 11 12.1
PREFER 34 37.4
STRONGLY PREFER 30 33
TOTAL 91 100
EXTRA RESPONSIRILITY
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 5 5.5
NOT PREFER 12 13.2
NEUTRrVL 24 26.4
PREFER 37 40.7
STRONGLY PREFER 13 14.3
TOTAL 91 100
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TO START YOUR OWN JOB
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 3 3.3
NOT PREFER 11 12.1
NEUTR>VL 25 27.5
PREFER 36 39.6
STRONGLY PREFER 16 17.6
TOTAL 91 100
SHORTER WORKING HOURS
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 12 13.2
NOT PREFER IS 19.8
NEUTR/VL 35 38.5
PREFER 17 18.7
STOONGLY PREFER 9 9.9
TOTAL 91 100
JOB SECURITY
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 5 5.5
NOT PREFER 8 8.8
NEUTRAL 25 27.5
PREFER 27 29.7
STRONGLY PREFER 26 28.6
TOTAL 91 100
POWER OVER CONDITIONS R.VTIIER THAN PEOPLE
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 2 2.2
NOT PREFER 9 9.9
NEUTRrVL 29 31.9
PREFER 39 42.9
STRONGLY PREFER 12 13.2
TOTAL 91 100
CAR/HOUSE
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 8 8.8
NOT PREFER 8 8.8
NEUTR.\L 34 37.4
PREFER 30 33
STRONGLY PREFER 11 12.1
TOTAL 91 100
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MORE AUTHORITY
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 1 1.1
NOT PREFER 12 13.2
NEUTR.VL 26 28.6
PREFER 34 37.4
STRONGLY PREFER 18 19.8
TOTAL 91 100
TO BE INVOLVED IN DECISION ı^LVIαNG
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 1 1.1
NOT PREFER 8 8.8
NEUTR^VL 16 17.6
PREFER 45 49.5
STRONGLY PREFER 21 23.1
TOTAL 91 100
HEALTH EVSUR/VNCE
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PRI· PER 5 5.5
NOT PREFER 12 13.2
NEUTRAL 29 31.9
PREFER 18 19.8
STRONGLY PREFER 27 29.7
TOTAL 91 100
NEW WORKING STYLES: TEAMAVORK
CATEGORY FREQUENCY PERCENT
STRONGLY NOT PREFER 2 2.2
NOT PREFER 13 14.3
NEUTRAL 24 26.4
PREFER 33 36.3
STRONGLY PREFER 19 20.9
TOTAL 91 100
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A p p e n d i x  A .  2 .  : A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e
F VALUES FOR TITLE AND ALTERNATIVES TO TITLE
AGE EDUCATION EXPERIENCE HIERARCHY
TITLE 1.1 7.3 .7 3.3
A LTI .1 1.8 2.4 .1
ALT2 .4 4.3 1.2 .1
ALT3 .7 2.3 1.6 .05
ALT4 .9 4.1 1.8 .3
ALTS .9 .8 1.2 2.9
ALT6 1.5 5.3 1.9 3.7
ALT? .6 4.8 .8 .02
ALT8 .6 13.5 1 .02
ALT9 1.5 3.5 1.8 .002
ALTIO .7 3.2 2 .4
A L T ll .5 3.5 1.5 1.3
ALT12 .6 2.7 2 1.3
ALT13 2.1 7.8 2.8 .04
A LTI 4 1.7 4.9 2.7 .06
ALTI performance based pay increase
ALT2 vacation
ALT3 leadership in a project
ALT4 extra training in a topic of interest
ALTS extra responsibility
ALT6 to start your own job
ALT7 shorter working hours
ALT8 job security
ALT9 domination over conditions rather than people
ALTIO car / house
A L T ll more authority
ALT12 to be involved in decision making
ALT13 health insurance
ALT14 - new working styles: teamwork
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A p p e n d i x  A 3 :  F a c t o r  A n a l y s i s
CORRELATION MATRIX
ITEM
1
ITEM
2
ITEM
3
ITEM
4
ITEM
5
ITEM
6
ITEM
7
ITEM
8
ITEM
9
ITEM
10
ITEM
11
ITEM
12
ITEM
13
ITEM
14
ITEM
15
ITKM
16
ITEM
1711 EMI 1
ITEM2 .52 1
11 EM3 .54 .59 1
ITEM4 .68 .74 .68 1
11 EM 5 .42 .62 .8 .67 1
IT EM 6 .61 .43 .52 .66 .53 1
ITEM? .75 .46 .65 .70 .57 .77 1
11 EN18 .07 .44 .47 .51 .59 .15 .28 1
ITEM9 .68 .46 .68 .69 .55 .76 .76 .15 1
1 r EiN 110 .56 .75 .79 .83 .73 .58 .58 .45 .7 1
ITEM 11 .76 .69 .58 .67 .56 .69 .64 .16 .63 .72 1
ITEM 12 .54 .75 .55 .65 .59 .71 .63 .32 .51 .62 .7 1ITEM 13 .69 .52 .64 .73 .59 .76 .71 .24 .75 .78 .82 .59 1n  EN11 *4 .04 -.09 .10 -.06 .22 .22 .13 .23 .00 .05 .07 .31 .18 1ITEM 15 .40 .66 .66 .64 .60 .45 .49 .4 .51 .75 .66 .62 .65 .23 1ITEM16 .19 .08 .18 .04 .33 -.05 .01 .4 .00 .05 .1 .06 .05 .21 .07 1ITEM 17 .40 .27 .62 .36 .57 .65 .69 .26 .65 .52 .55 .42 .64 .3 .48 .19 1
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PRINCIPAL COM PONENTS ANALYSIS
VARIABLE COMM UNALITY FACTOR EIGENVALUE % OF VARIATION
ITEM l 1.00 1 6.66 39.2
ITEM2 1.00 2 1.55 9.1
ITEM3 1.00 3 1.39 8.2
ITEM4 1.00 4 1.23 7.3
ITEMS 1.00 5 .83 4.9
ITEM6 1.00 6 .81 4.8
ITEM? 1.00 7 .74 4.4
ITEMS 1.00 8 .62 3.7
ITEM9 1.00 9 .53 3.1
ITEM 10 1.00 10 .51
ITEM 11 1.00 11 .41 2.5
ITEM 12 1.00 12 .36 2.1
ITEM 13 1.00 13 .33 1.9
ITEM 14 1.00 14 .31 1.8
ITEM 15 1.00 15 .25 1.5
ITEM 16 1.00 16 .23 1.4
ITEM 17 1.00 17 .17 1.1
FACTOR M ATRIX
VARIABLE FACTORl FACTOR2 FACTOR3 FACTOR4
ITEM 10 .76 .30 -.09 -.19
ITEM 11 .74 -.42 -.01 -.03
ITEM3 .74 .11 .03 -.26
ITEM9 .73 .11 -.29 -.08
1TEM2 .72 -.24 .02 -.20
ITEM4 .72 -.38 -.03 -.01
ITEM5 .71 .28 -.03 .17
ITEM 12 .68 -.35 .35 -.13
ITEM 13 .65 .14 -.10 .18
ITEM6 .64 .00 -.21 .08
ITEM 17 .62 .03 -.05 .21
ITEM 17 .58 .48 -.19 .20
ITEM 15 .56 .34 .23 -.26
ITEM l .52 -.56 -.21 .31
ITEM 16 .22 -.05 .77 -.25
ITEM8 .4 .37 .44 .26
ITEM 14 .1 -.07 .41 .77
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ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
VARIABLE FACTORl FACTOR2 FACTORS FACTOR4
ITEM? .19 .03 -.06 .11
ITEMIO .15 .26 .23 -.18
ITEMS .12 .25 .10 .16
ITEM9 .66 .41 -.01 -.17
ITEM 13 .60 .32 .01 .13
ITEM3 .57 .38 .34 -.19
ITEM 15 .54 .06 .49 -.11
ITEM6 .51 .44 -.05 .00
ITEM? .50 .37 .02 .48
ITEMS .44 -.06 .40 .14
ITEM 11 .26 .80 .15 -.00
ITEM l .09 •?8 -.23 .21
ITEM4 .28 .75 .13 .00
ITEM 12 .16 .6 1 .52 .05
ITEM2 .34 .64 .28 -.14
ITEM16 -.08 .10 .82 .12
ITEM 14 .00 .09 .04 .88
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE
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1) Is this your first job? 
n  Yes
n  No
2) How long have you been working here?
□  Less than one year 
n  1 - 5  years
□  5 - 1 0  years
□  10 +
3) What is your position / title in the company now?
□
4) I f  not the fir s t job:
What were the oosition and the title you had in your previous job?
□
Reason for leaving that workplace:
□
5) Please evaluate each factor in terms of how important the factor is to you 
personally by using the scale below.
very very
unim portant im portant
1-------- 2------ 3-------- 4---------5
pleasant collcaj^ ucs
job security
pay
good boss
title
efficient organization
recognition
power
responsibility
promotion prospects
good working conditions
social possibilities
use of authority
interesting job
fringe benefits
freedom from close supen ision
prestige / status
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6) Would you want to have a better title than the one you have right now?
□  Yes
□  No
7) Does your title affect the way people outside of your workplace regard
you?
n  Yes 
□  No
8) In what position would you like to be / or title would you want to have in 
future in this or in another company?
□
9) If we tell you that rather than having a higher title, you will be offered other 
alternatives that you can prefer instead, which of the following would become 
attractive to you?
ALTERNATHES
strongly
donot
prefer
donot
prefer
neutral prefer strongly
prefer
performance based pay increase
vacation
leadership in a project
extra training; in a topic of interest
extra responsibility
to start your own job
shorter worUin«!; hours
job security
power over conditions rather than people
car / house
more authority
to be involved in decision making
health insurance
new workim; styles: teamwork
Additions you would like to make other than these alternatives;
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10) How would you feel or what are the possible consequences if the title in front 
of your name is removed?
( you can choose more than one and can make additions)
□
□
□
П
□
□
□
□
П
□
□
□
I would lose all my prestige.
I would feel like I went one step behind.
I would be less motivated to work.
I would lose my authority.
I would be less satisfied from the job I perform.
The image I have in the eyes of people would change.
Getting into contact with managers in other firms would be harder. 
Everything would be much more easier.
If  all titles are removed, intra-firm communication would increase. 
Nothing will change.
11) What are the special privileges that are provided to the employees according 
to their titles?
□  □
□  □
□ □
12) What privileges would you yourself like to benefit from?
( you can choose more than one and can make additions )
□ car □  more pay
□ private chauffeur / parking place □
□ more authority □
□ private dining place / table □
□ house П
13) How do you describe your relations with your superiors/subordinates? 
( you can choose more than one and can make additions )
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
Intimate.
We are working in coordination with each other.
Everybody does his own job.
There is lack of communication.
Distanced.
Cold.
Two way information flow providing efficiency.
Dynamic.
Decision makers and implementers are not going in the same direction. 
I can perceive the whole picture.
I have the adequate knowledge to evaluate the performance of my 
subordinates.
I can not learn the results of the job I perform.
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14) What do you think about the hierarchical organization structures? 
( you can choose more than one and can make additions)
O
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
n
□
□
□
Ideal for large organizations.
Provides an efficient and effective working environment.
Slows down the information flow.
Impedes effective leadership.
Makes it easier to escape from taking responsibility.
Provides control mechanisms to function effectively.
Reduces efficiency..
Impedes inter-departmental coordination and communication. 
Creates bureaucracy.
Increases red-tape.
Slows down both decision making and implementation mechanisms. 
Decreases individual performance.
Does not permit participative management.
Provides that jobs are performed in a standardized fashion.
15) What are your career related expectations / objectives?
□
□
□
□
□
□
16) Your age
□  2 0 - 2 9
□  3 0 - 3 9
□  4 0 - 4 9
□  50 +
17) Education level
□  high school graduate
□  university graduate
□  master
□  Ph.D.
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